
The Leading Mastermind
Program for Studio Owners



Our clients are experiencing results which are
unrivalled in our industry



Introducing

You are invited to become a Studio Evolution

Member - for studio owners who are ready to step

up to the next level of success. 

Your programs have been developed with a passion

for pedagogical excellence. The quality of teaching

is second to none. Now it's time to bring the same

level of excellence and professionalism to your

studio management and marketing, allowing more

students to experience the enriching programs your

studio provides

With Studio Evolution you will receive advanced

training and mentoring designed to fast track the

growth of your studio into a highly profitable and

successful business

Our focus will be on building an inspirational,

educational and engaging brand for your studio

through a strategic marketing plan that connects

and converts. The heart of the process is to build a

systemised studio that enrols new students on

autopilot and retains them for years.

By building a team who are as passionate and

invested in the studio as you are, your studio will

evolve into a thriving business that provides you

with both the freedom and personal fulfillment

you've always desired.

 

From our initial strategy session, weekly calls,

comprehensive curriculum and extensive resources,

live retreats, accountability systems and continual

support, we'll be here to help you take your business

to the next level.

 

Within twelve months, you'll be astonished at the

changes in your studio - and in yourself. Within all 6

Trimesters, you'll have defined and soared towards

your own definition of freedom.

Chantelle xx
Chantelle Bruinsma

CEO + Founder Studio Expansion
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Values

-Helen Keller

Active 
Accountability

Creative 
Collaboration

With personalised guidance and support,

you'll grow your studio faster with joy and

ease. Our unique "Diamond Plan" makes

it effortless for you to achieve results with

side-by-side momentum. We will help

you stay on track, taking the steps

needed to multiply your students in your

studio. Team Expansion is personally

invested in helping you achieve and

build the studio of your dreams - you'll

feel the difference.

We don't believe in reinventing the wheel.

As part of Studio Evolution, you'll join a

mastermind of supportive, collaborative 

studio owners and mentors. Our

extraordinary Studio Mentors will share

their unique insights into your business to

give you the advice you need to thrive.

Learn the most creative and effective

approaches to reach and retain your

students.

Lasting 
Legacy

Innovative 
Implementation

With a devoted team helping you stay

focused on what you need to do DAILY

to leverage your studio's growth, you'll

achieve your goals much faster than you

would do on your own. As part of this

uniquely personalised coaching

experience, we will help you realise your

mission and create a legacy that leaves a

lasting impact on the lives of your

students and  in your community.

To help your studio reach capacity, we will

roll out a series of proven strategies to

help you leverage your time and make

more impact with your studio. With our

triennial live retreats, you'll have

dedicated time to work on your studio.

These events will give you the total

immersion required to make creative

changes to attract more students and

grow your revenue. 
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-Helen Keller

I have this crazy dream...
 

A dream that will not be manifested overnight. 
But it's worth pursuing anyway. 

A dream that some will laugh at. 
But I believe we can make it possible.

 
A world where the performing arts are valued.
A world where a career as a studio owner is

respected and desired.
A world where running a studio is easy,

lucrative and fun. 
A world where every child's life is touched

by the arts.
 

This starts with you.
You and me. 

Here in Studio Evolution, we are on a mission to #redefinestudioleadership.

Together, we are out to do things a little bit differently than the industry norm.

Together, we are reinventing what it means to run a 21st century studio. 

And we're about to turn up the volume. 
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Client Results



Client Results



Studio Evolution Curriculum 
Studio Evolution is a 2 year curriculum, comprised of 6 progressive trimesters that

deliver a comprehensive education in the most sophisticated studio business strategies

globally. Immersed in Nurturing Attraction, Retention Intention, Elegant Ease,  

Positive Prosperity, Evolving Leaders and Enchanting Experience,  

you will learn the specific steps to take your studio to new heights.    

Inspiring live training retreats devoted to learning and implementing best practice studio business strategies

that will leave you more uplifted and motivated to grow your studio than ever before.  

Magic happens in the room - you'll leave transformed.

 

There are 6 Studio Evolution Retreats within the curriculum - 3 per year. 

The Diamond Plan

Master Trainings - Evolution Essentials with Chantelle

Our Secret Sauce.  The Diamond Plan will help you achieve results like never before, with done-for-you resources

and inbuilt motivation to help you achieve.  

The motivation of a REAL Diamond  can go a long way!

Not to be missed Training, delivered by the CEO + Founder of Studio Expansion - the leading global studio strategist. 

 

These Master Trainings deliver ready-to-go strategies to get your studio performing. 

Our intention with these is to give you the ultimate advantage, educating, challenging and inspiring members 

to think bigger, differently and smarter.

 

  These Trainings guide through a very specific curriculum tailored to meet the exact needs and challenges for

modern studios to create the thriving studio they desire. 

To create YOUR Dream Studio.
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Studio Evolution Retreat
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Within Studio Evolution, members have the incredible opportunity 

to work with an Operations Expert.

 

 You will dive into trainings designed to bring ease to your team and time to your life. 

 

Learn the best ways to streamline your systems, use the latest automation technology, discover productivity

hacks and embrace new ways to enhance the professionalism of your studio. 

 

Master Trainings - Operational Excellence

When you join Studio Evolution, you will have access to an online marketing expert 

- Louise Griffiths is a true online SUPERHERO.  

 

As a member you will receive mentoring in Facebook Ads, Google Strategy, Search Engine Optimisation -

everything you need to attract more students online, in a completely automated way. 

 

 We love seeing how Lou takes a techy thing and makes it accessible for studio owners to roll out 

to bring more ease and impact to their business.

Master Trainings - Digital Directions

Weekly group mentoring calls for Studio Evolution Members to gain immediate insights into the next steps

to evolve their studios. Whether you need accountability, strategic advise or some hands-on support, 

we are here for you when you need it. 

Weekly Tutorials 

A comprehensive private vault content for

Studio Evolution Members hosting everything

you need and more, including resources,

trainings, templates and tools.  There is more

content in this vault than you could ever

consume, on every topic you could imagine.  

A veritable gold mine at your fingertips.

Studio Evolution Vault Marketing Makeovers
Weekly Marketing Makeovers to critique your

monthly marketing materials 

so that you can promote your studio 

with confidence  and pizazz!



Studio Evolution 
includes these Amazing Bonuses

Virtual Studio Assistant
10 Hours Virtual Assistant Support to fast track the setting

up of your seamless studio systems. The Virtual Assistants

are experts in studio business and part of the Studio

Expansion Team. The best of the best!  

Website Review
A comprehensive website review to give you exact steps on

how to enhance your current studio website.

Studio Evolution Community
Members have access to 2 private online havens to

connect, celebrate and collaborate on the growth of their

studios with other members. 

You soon will be able to tap into the global brain trust of all

members, whilst also working with your business besties 

in your our own Studio Evolution Graduating Class.
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Tutorial  

Foundation Trainings 
In-depth trainings to elevate your thinking and drive you and the direction of your studio in

a whole new way.  

Your Studio Evolution Trainings
Comprehensive trainings to guide you in all things Studio Evolution to be ready to step into the curriculum. 

Studio Evolution Community
Access to your private online haven for your Studio Evolution Graduating Class members to connect,

celebrate and collaborate on the growth of their studios.
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Studio Evolution Foundations
- Dedicated to getting you started right

Studio Evolution Foundations is a powerful 2 weeks of self-reflection and valuable learning time spent

with Team Expansion and your Studio Evolution Graduating Class.  

This scheduled time occurs in the month leading into your first trimester of the curriculum.  

 

Our intention for Studio Evolution Foundations is twofold: firstly, to set the direction. Over the 2 week period you

will crystalise the vision for your studio, painting in vibrant tones the details of your dream studio. The clearer

your vision, the easier for you, your team and Team Expansion to support your every step towards it. 

 

Secondly, we wish to empower you to take full advantage of all of the inclusions and benefits of Studio

Evolution. As you acclimatise to the Studio Evolution culture, you’ll soon discover the enormous wealth of

resources at your fingertips ready to propel your success. 

A dedicated Tutorial with your Mentor and Studio Evolution Graduating Class. 

Spark Session 
A BONUS individual session with your Studio Evolution Mentor to kick start your Studio Evolution journey



Catapult your Studio into the Stratosphere
of Studio Success

A sneak peek into a handful of ways that you will

make prolific progression in your studio...

You will step into the role of architect of your studio's growth.

 

You will discover ways to infuse every touch point with heart, building ravings fans. Your

studio marketing will be transformed so that your studio truly sings to the hearts of your

dream students.  Marketing becomes effortless, momentum becomes real. 

 

With your newly beautified brand, you're now ready to grow in an extraordinary way.  Now,

it's as simple as turning up the volume on your marketing and build big buzz with a fully

comprehensive 12 months marketing plan designed and rolled out.

 

Your retention percentage rates will skyrocket as we craft a loyalty-boosting retention

strategy that will deliver year after year.

 

With significant improvements in attraction and retention, coupled with inspired

knowledge to make smart decisions about finances, numbers will become your friend! 

 

Excellence is not about making this complicated - with our sophisticated, yet simple studio

systems, we will eliminate stress and help you get your life back. 

 

An integral part of your evolution is your empowerment as a business owner. By reducing

your workout to at least 40%, you will have more freedom and more time to enjoy running

your studio again. We will show you how to clone yourself so that your studio can run

without you. 

 

You will notice the shift in yourself as you step into leadership and lead your studio with

more clarity and sophistication than ever before.
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"Studio Evolution has given me the confidence in leadership; freedom to

cast vision and step into doing what I love. It has given me the room to

dream, tools to implement and courage to lead. I have increased my

revenue by $4000 a month."

- Jessica Hanson, Take Note Studio 

"I went from working a 60 hour week to 25 hours a week. My mission and

systems at the studio are streamlined and sophisticated. I have more

time to do the big thinking and have peace of mind."  

- Rishell O'Brien, Defy Gravity Dance Co

"In 6 months I have moved out of operations and into leadership.

Completely delegated recital! I have moved onto bigger picture things to

drive my industry and opened a 3rd location with plan to open 2 more

within the next 2 months. Shortened our goal for 10 studios from 10 years

to 3 years. This program is life changing. 

Exactly the tools needed, mixed with the motivation required to use

them."   

- Katrina Wykoff, Centre Stage 

"Studio Evolution is my tribe, my safe space, my place to go for new

ideas and innovation, and where people will speak the truth in a

spirit of encouragement not judgement. I now consistently have

over 1000 students enrolled, up 5% on last year whilst reducing my

work week by 8 hours. I have a life outside of business." 

- Kathy Morrison,  Kathy's Music 

What you can expect...
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"The content is university level! Amazing work Team Expansion."

- Adam MacDougall, Mosman Dance Academy 



"I made 90k profit and a taking of 30k as a bonus for myself, whilst also

reducing the administration load. Studio Evolution has inspired and

challenged me to pursue new adventures within my business. I love the

curriculum structure in the Diamond Plans!"    

- Charlotte Williamson - Atlanta Dance Central

"Studio Evolution and especially the Retreat reignites my drive and

passion for excellence. Our increase in teaching time has been

tremendous! In 2017 we taught 5224 lessons compared to 2018 where we

taught 7060. A difference of 1836 more private lessons. With the Studio

Evolution retention strategies that we rolled out, in 4 months it took our

retention from 28% to 66%." 

- Martin Bathold & Daniela Bommer, Arthur Murray Sherman Oaks  

"It’s life changing. You will not find a program that comes even close to

help to achieve your life, studio, family, dream goals. I have shifted from

working 48 hours a week to just 12 hours and also went from charging

$25 a week for 3 classes to $38 for one class whilst growing the studio. It

has given me drive and motivation to continue to do the do and

continue to push myself and my team so we can continue to change

people’s lives through music." 

- Carmen Siegel, Studio E

"I increased my salary FIVE FOLD, gained 200 new enquiries in 6 months

from the Studio Evolution autoresponder strategy and am making 50k

profit on recital alone."   

"I'm simply a different person, leader, business owner than I was

before Studio Evolution. My studio is stable and teachers are

thriving. I paid back over a $24,000 business loan, hired a 'unicorn'

front desk team member and am a highly recognised business

leader in my community.  It feeds my soul to be here.

- Dawn Miller, Bluffton School of Dance
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- Phi Nelson, Vocalise Academy

- Fiona Davidson, FSDance

"Studio Evolution is my lifeline. 

I have increased revenue by 30% and have gained complete clarity in the

direction of my studio business."     



"We cannot wait to welcome you and
support your every step in the next 2 years.

You will be astonished at the life-changing 
results you will achieve with a whole team of 

elite studio mentors guiding your path. 
You don't have to do it all alone anymore.

Let us show you that your dream of your studio
doesn't have to be a dream. 

Together, anything is possible."

To become a Studio Evolution Member visit

If you have any questions please reach out:

www.studioexpansion.com/evolution

chantelle@studioexpansion.com


